Sunday Night [under the] Lights…

2016
Friday comes on a Sunday this week (did you know that?). Happy Sunday...
Hope everyone is well out there. It’s been a few weeks. Sorry for dimming the lights…
As I put together my thoughts today, we’re once again faced with another series of senseless
acts of violence – one in New York where 29 people were injured (they have all since been
released from the hospital as I type this), a pipe
bomb in Seaside Park, NJ before the Marines
Charity Run and multiple stabbings at Crossroads
Mall in St. Cloud Minnesota.
In addition, there was an explosion in a mall in
Charlottesville, Virginia several hours ago that’s
still under investigation (and may be related to
an electrical issue).
As much as none of us likes this, It’s yet another reminder that we live in different times. This is
the new normal. These can no longer be considered rare, unlikely events.
As the public safety healthcare front line, every single one of us needs to make sure we are as
prepared as we can possibly be for these kinds of events. EMS as a profession has to pay close
attention to evolving best practices (both clinical and operational) that help guide us successfully
and safely when they occur. Internationally, there are significant efforts ongoing to help analyze
these types of events and get the best minds in healthcare & public safety to synthesize better
approaches.
Think of this as a new disease. It’s sort of like a highly contagious, hard to diagnose, evolving
disease that requires specific approaches in assessment and treatment. In the past, EMS has
rapidly evolved with so many other high risk conditions and threats (think Anthrax, Bird Flu,
H1N1, Haz Mat, etc). We have to do the same with these intentional acts of violence.
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As I discussed a few weeks ago, AMR as an organization (and in partnership with our colleagues
in the Fire Service, Tactical Medicine, Law Enforcement, Military & Emergency Management
communities), has established the AMR Active Shooter / Hostile Event (AMR ASHE) initiative.
Given the scope of the issue and the national implications, this initiative lives in the AMR Office
of Emergency Management under the direction of Don Harvey & Steve Delahousey.
Our coordinated efforts to convey
best practices and provide the
tools for a prepared and
thoughtful approach, will be
overseen by the AMR ASHE group.
Pertinent to the events of the past
two days, a comprehensive
educational overview on what I
would describe as a new view on
situational awareness is in the
final stages of production and will be available nationwide. The educational material discusses
state of the art approaches to this new world and provides guidance on protecting ourselves and
being aware IN A DIFFERENT WAY than we have historically approached things…
Important to this discussion (actually, I would say CRITICAL to this discussion) is something that
many of us have been talking about over the past few weeks.
You may have seen the article written by Kevin Hazzard in
the Washington Post a few weeks ago. Kevin is a former
Grady EMS Paramedic who is a perceptive and talented
writer. He has a gift of communicating what our world is like
to the lay public. His article was timely given the Dallas and
Orlando shootings.
But in that August 26th article, the headline suggested that
historically, Paramedics were taught not to risk their lives
after mass shootings, but it’s time they should.
As I read the article (multiple times, by the way), I think it’s
really important that we approach a concept like this in a
thoughtful way that focuses on exactly what we want to
accomplish and the best way to do that (for ALL concerned –
patients, caregivers, bystanders, etc).
Many have talked about how important it is to get appropriately trained and equipped care
providers to an injured patient’s side as rapidly and as safely as possible. A natural evolution of
that discussion recently has been the idea of moving EMS from the historic position of the cold
zone for evaluation & treatment into a more uncontrolled and less secure warm zone so that
care can be delivered more rapidly.
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The tradeoff is obviously the safety of the individuals providing care.
While there are efforts by some EMS organizations to equip and train EMTs and Medics to
function in this less secure environment, the fact remains that the risks to the provider increase
substantially. Most of us agree that the ONLY way that approach to care should be embraced is
when the care providers are appropriately protected and trained (and by training, I don’t mean a
few PowerPoint slides about scene safety and the risks). I mean real-time competency – Just like
that we would expect for airway management or Emergency Vehicle Operations.
While all of us are at risk of becoming “Suddenly Hot” (no – that’s not what I mean), our efforts
in medicine should be to match our approaches with the patients needs. When these events
occur, we should all be very clear about WHERE we provide our component of care.
Which brings me to the point of the Washington Post article.
Critically injured patients - whether penetrating trauma (shootings / stabbings), victims of IED
(blunt / percussive) or burned patients need rapid transportation to an appropriate level of care
for time dependent surgical intervention. Statistically, it is uncommon for these patients to need
significant Advanced Life Support interventions in the field (I’m not saying never, but very
infrequently). ALL of them need focused BLS care mainly targeting airway management and
hemorrhage control.
I am certainly not suggesting that ALS doesn’t have an impact. What I think is important is that
there are two ways to immediately approach our current national “new disease”.
By the way, related to this discussion is a new study in Philadelphia (Temple University –
Philadelphia Immediate Transport of Penetrating Trauma trial https://medicine.temple.edu/departments-centers/clinical-departments/surgery/researchprograms/philadelphia-immediate-transport) comparing the outcomes of penetrating torso
trauma patients who are transported by traditional ambulance EMS versus in police vehicles.
While slightly different, the principle is the same – what REALLY makes a difference in these
patients?
So here’s the question – what is best for EMS today – right now?
An aggressive effort to send healthcare into a less secure environment or an aggressive approach
to rapidly extract patients from that environment to a safer zone for assessment and care.
I would suggest we focus on rapidly extracting these patients with basic BLS care (when safe)
while the national discussion of what makes care in the warm zone safer for care providers.
Simply saying its part of our jobs to go further into a less secure environment without significant,
intentional changes in equipment and competency will harm medics and may make little
difference in patient outcome and could expose healthcare providers to greater risk...
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So… I know I’ll probably ruffle some feathers with this discussion, but many of us, both within
and outside AMR have been passionately discussing this for some time. It’s healthy for all of us
to weigh the pros and cons of everything we do – this is no different.
What I am suggesting is that we carefully evaluate exactly what makes the biggest impact on
patient care with the least risk to care providers – in the same spirit of what Temple University is
trying to make sense out of for penetrating trauma…
I know that’s a bit of a soapbox, but it’s an important one.
I want to share something with you that a friend and colleague of mine shared after the Dallas
Police shootings.
Dr. Jeff Goodloe (Tulsa / Oklahoma City EMSA Medical Director) sent this note to EMS Physicians
nationally. Jeff articulately expressed what all of us feel:
“I can’t help but have this deep sense of sadness for what happened last night
in Dallas and the national events over the past week that have created such a
sense of unrest and turbulence in our communities. Public safety medicine is
front and center in all of these horrific events. I suspect you have the same
feelings of concern & unrest.
Of all the email discussions of last night & early today, I really struggle with
the events.
We talk of CMS "never events" in healthcare. We know public safety service is
inherently dangerous, but last night's attack on law enforcement officers in
Dallas should also be a "never event" in our world.
We know in our hearts that goodness will always prevail in the larger sense,
though there are nights and days that tangibly bring such deep loss and
sadness.
May God bless the brave and fine men and women of the Dallas Police
Department and the Dallas Area Rapid Transit Police Department. May God
bless those that cared for and those that continue to care for the wounded
officers in hopes of preventing even more senseless death.”
Jeff Goodloe
As always, well said, Jeff…
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 This is what it’s all about 
Sometimes, I think we feel like “standby events aren’t really “medicine”, right?
Here’s a great story, told by one of the best communicators I know, about a recent event in
Buffalo… The patient, by the way, has consented to use of all information…
From Tom Maxian

A little more than midway through the fourth quarter of a disappointing game, many Bills’ fans
headed to the exits at New Era Field. As our patient walked the concourse outside the stadium,
he staggered, suffered sudden cardiac arrest, and fell to the ground – lifeless. Shortly after he
collapsed, a member of the security team called AMR EMTs and Paramedics on duty at the Bills’
game and then began CPR. The AMR team of Jordan Collins, Jack Geary, and Steve Pepper
quickly arrived, took over CPR, and defibrillated our patient.

actual cardiac rhythm tracing
As you can see, Jordan Collins’ countershock converted the patient’s ventricular fibrillation to a
near textbook normal sinus rhythm. (A truly magical moment in the world of clinical medicine –
WOW!) At about the same time, the balance of the Red, White, and Blue cavalry arrived to
help with care, logistics, and crowd control. Jeff Nielsen, teamed up with our Rochester
colleagues Brian Torres and Sarah Gorman, arrived on the mule, with Leigh Murtha and Brian
Wakoff in tow.
In short order, the patient became conscious, alert, and well oriented. Our folks then prepared
him, very much alive, for a trip to Buffalo Mercy Hospital and our crackerjack transport team of
Daniel Albiani-Gross and William Palumbo delivered him safely and without incident.
The story does not end there, however. Because of the strategic placement of security cameras
around New Era Field – and the ability to point and zoom those cameras – the entire event
involving the patient was captured on video.
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Dr. Brian Clemency and Russ Dimitroff have viewed the video and described it as absolutely
amazing. Brian and Russ visited the patient on Friday and as you can see by his thumbs up, he
is doing very well.

The patient is incredibly grateful to the team who saved his life. And to enable us to put
together a media event to publicly salute our team and heighten awareness of the critical
importance of CPR training and early defibrillation, He has permitted us to use his medical
information along with pictures and video of him. Over the next few days we will be working
with the AMR national communications team, our partners in the Bills’ organization, and the
NFL to bring as much attention to this great story as possible.
This event can only be described as an unqualified team success. We had a great system in
place and our team executed flawlessly…absolutely flawlessly. That, dragon slayers, is a
touchdown and a two-point conversion! Thank you all for doing an outstanding job. We are
incredibly proud of you and we will unabashedly sing your praises from the rooftops of the
world.
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 Ever seen the license plate on John Valentine’s car [Regional Director in AZ]? 

 Our friend and colleague leaves Envision Healthcare 
As many of you are aware, Scott Bourn, one of the leaders in the national world of EMS and
Mobile Integrated Healthcare, left the Envision Healthcare family this past week. Scott is a friend
and colleague to so many people, I wanted to take a minute to sing his praises (with appropriate
jabs)…
Scott spent 15 wonderful years with us, from EMSC to Envision and serving in both local and
national roles in AMR and Evolution Health. He’s a household
name in the world of EMS.
His fascinating career path has taken him through hospital based
practices into the field and onward into the new frontier of mobile
integrated healthcare. He has served as a clinician, educator,
administrator, mentor, consultant and professional friend to many,
both inside and outside of AMR. There are very few in the EMS
family that don’t recognize the name of Scott Bourn.
His leadership skills have helped national organizations such as the
National Association of EMS Educators and Advocates for EMS advance patient care and provider
wellbeing.
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Anyone that’s spent any time with him knows how passionate he is about building and
supporting patient care systems and being accountable for the outcomes they produce. He has
a unique way of creating consensus and bringing out the best in others. He’s never been afraid
of taking on tough issues (and boy, have there been some tough issues) and helping to navigate
thoughtful and successful solutions.
Scott also adores evidence based approaches in medicine. As a nurse, paramedic and PhD
(overachiever - ) he embraces the concepts of proving what we do makes a difference. AMR
and Evolution Health are stronger practices of medicine thanks to his thoughtful efforts to create
practical, relevant measures of performance – the classic “Things that Matter”. Scott used that
same vision to begin the industry journey to defining similar metrics for Mobile Integrated
Healthcare.
In addition to his “real work”, Scott has published a tremendous number of papers and delivered
countless lectures and presentations nationally. He is a highly sought-after speaker and has that
unique writing gift that communicated a concept in both an effective and understandable way.
He’s won recognition for best research presentation in several venues.
Anyone that knows Scott also knows how much he loves “other duties as assigned”. He is always
willing to assist in any way he can, always has an opinion about how things could be done easier
/ better / more effectively (emphasis on always - ) and is one of the most collaborative
professionals in healthcare today. His willingness to “jump in” and get involved is legendary.
On a personal note, Scott is one of the most talented professional colleagues one could ever
work with. Not only does he have a contagious sense of enthusiasm, but he truly cares about
not only what he does, but also how it’s done. He’s been a friend to so many and a recognized
leader in our industry. He’s been an extraordinarily powerful positive force in AMR and
Evolution Health. We are a better, stronger and more progressive organization thanks to him.
He’s also been fortunate to spend a big chunk of his professional journey with his wonderful (and
very tolerant) wife Merrle. Not only is she a great partner, she’s a strong and powerful force in
EMS & healthcare. They’re a great team.
So… We’ll miss having Scott in the house, but I know he’s still in the neighborhood. If you have a
chance, fill up his inbox – his contact is scottbourn@comcast.net.
Thanks from all of us, buddy…
Oh yeah. I do still have this picture, btw…
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 WTH? 
Does it surprise you that our colleagues in Pueblo would be a part of this?
You know Scott Lenn, right?

 Epilogue 
At a hotel restaurant, a man sees an attractive woman sitting alone at the next table.
Suddenly, she sneezes, and a glass eye comes flying out of her left eye socket. It hurls by the
man, and he snatches it from the air and hands it back to her.
"This is so embarrassing," the woman says, and she pops her prosthesis back in place. "I'm sorry
to have disturbed you. Let me buy dinner to make it up to you. May I join you?" He nods.
The woman is a stimulating conversationalist, stunningly pretty, and the man finds they have a
lot in common. He gets her phone number and asks, "You are the most charming woman I've
ever encountered. Are you this nice to every guy you meet?"
"No," she replies. "You just happened to catch my eye."
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So, that’s it from my world. Happy Friday.
Thanks for always taking care of the people that depend on you – even in tough times.
Take good care of yourselves.
And be careful at the Granny & Gun events. Jeez.

Ed
______
Ed Racht, MD
Chief Medical Officer
American Medical Response
ed.racht@evhc.net
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